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Danker: The Pessimism of Ecclesiasties

The Pessimism of Ecclesiastes
By PRBDBRI<X W. DANDll

M

UCH of the literature published on Ecclesiastes in recent

years streSSeS the pessimistic tone of the book. It is felt
that the author's philosophy of life is permeated with
a sense of futility and hopelessness in the face of historical events
and the experiences of individuals. The purpose of this essay is to
challenge the validity of such an interpretation and establish the
proposition that Ecclesiastes is indeed pcssirnisric, but more profoundly so than is generally indicated. An analysis of his own statements indicates that his entire approach is based on a consideration
of man's total depravity. God, however, aims to rescue man. In
order to work toward this rescue, God has subjected man to continual disappointment and reversal of his expectations. In his
description of these reversals the writer's profound pessimism
emerges most bluntly. But if man will see that the perplexing
circumstances of life represent God's own judgment on man's
futile attempt to fulfill his destiny in the things of this world, then
the way is open toward a really purposeful life. That life is found
in a joyful acceptance of the things of this world as God's gifts
to be used, but not abused as ends in themselves.
Four major considerations are involved in Ecclesiastes' profound
approach. ·He grapples with the problem of God's apparently
arbitrary actions in history. He is concerned with death, because it
spells an end to man's life on earth and brings him into judgment
with his God. He probes the depths of man's sinful departure
from the will of God. He analyzes minutely the faa that man's
life is a constant series of disappointed expectations.
Around these four points we may conveniently group our
author's pessimistic statements, although it is impossible to avoid
overlapping because of the structural unity in his literary effort.
9
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THB PBRPLBXING NATUllB OP Gon's PllovmBNCB

According to our author, God's worb cannot be found out.
They arc extremely mysterious. Oppressions apparently go oh unhindered. The wicked appear to prosper and the righteous to suffer.
To many commentators these observationsindicative
are
of a
gloomy, and even morbid, outlook on life. On the contrary, it may
be demonstrated that these observations are a vital part of the
author's profoundly theological treatment. God's works are a mystery to man precisely because man attempts to achieve his destiny
outside God's plans and purposes. On the other hand, according
to the author's argument, <:,od intends that man should be perplexed, so that he may despair of finding his life in a materialistic
existence, instead of a grateful acceptance and moral enjoyment
of God's gifts.
In 1:13-15 Ecclesiastes expressly stateS that man's life is .filled
with misery, v. 14, but that at the same time God has imposed this
misery (termed "sore travail" in v.13) on man. In v.15 the
nature of man's misery is defined: the plans of man are not realized
in the way he anticipates because God interferes and upsctS the
expected order. The obvious reference to Gen. 3: 19 1 indicates that
the writer views the problems from the side of man, implying a
aiticism of man and not of God. In his view, then, life was not
originally intended to arouse dissatisfaction. The cause is a de, parture from the will of God, plainly expressed in 2:26, where it
is stated God gives the sinner the toil of gathering and heaping up.
Instead of defying God's providence and attempting to find a meaningful existence in material terms when it is impossible to do so
(d. 1:3, "What profit hath a man of all his labor•.. ?"), man
ought to see the purpose of God in this vexatious toil imposed on
him. He ought to see that God is leading him to a true recognition
of his life's responsibility, namely, a grateful acceptance of God's
gifts and an intelligent use of material things ( cp. 2: 24 and 11 : 9).
Chapter 3:10-11 underscores the thought of the previous passage. Barron. however, remarks that Ecclesiastes indicaccs that God
is a jealous Being, who is afraid "lest man should become His
equal"• Ecclesiasccs' words are, however, not expressions of complaint, but statements of fact. He has concluded in 3:9 that man
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can find no profit in his labor, no certain and abiding gain above
his invesanent of time and energy, because life .is composed of
variable quantities, 3:1-8, such as a time for getting and a time
for losing, 3 :6. .Man, notwithstanding, ignores this essential characteristic of life. He insists on looking for a profit, an abiding thing.
which will withstand the reversals which others experience. In
doing so he runs counter to the purposes of God, who governs these
alternations in human affairs. The very fact that our author terms
these alternations "beautiful," v. 11, indicates that he offers no
complaint against God, but rather an inclicanent of man, as the
rest of v.11 shows. The A. V. has obscured the meaning of this
portion of the verse by translating htlounn with "world." 3 The
usual meaning of the word is "eternity." This meaning is exaaly
what the author intends to convey. God has placed eternity in
man's heart; that is, man's destiny is not tO be achieved in material
things, but in the identification of his life with the aims and goals
of his Creator. Man's misery, then, results from his attempt to
satisfy his eternal destiny inside the limited sphere of earthly things
and sensations. He is so sure of his own efforts to find success, that
is, a profit, though others have failed. Then reversal comes, or
death proves his efforts futile, for he can take nothing with him,
cf. 5: 14 ( 15). He is bewildered, perplexed. That thought the
author expresses in the concluding phrase: "so that (better: "except
that") no man can find out the work that God maketh from the
beginning to the end." However, even this perplexity which man
experiences because of his sinful stubbornness serves a beautiful
purpose in the economy of God, who aims to lead man to the
understanding that his life's purpose must find fulfillment, not in
material things as ends in themselves, but in a grateful acceptance
and a moral enjoyment of God's gifts, 3:12. Thus v.12 is not a
desperate conclusion proceeding out of a feeling that life is without
purpose, but it is the moral goal at which the author's argument
is aimed.
Chapter 6:10-12 at first appears to indicate man's powerlessness
in the vise of fate. Barton believes that in the writer's opinion "man
is so powerless against his Creator that discussion of the matter is
futile."' Such a t0ne of despair, however, is foreign to the passage
in question. The thought behind Ecclesiastes' conclusion is that
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man strives to run COWlJer to God's plam and purposes. Such eforal
an: doomed to failwe, became man cannot "contend with Hm
that is mightier than he," v.10. That is, God will not permit
His own plam to be interrupted by mortal beings who think that
they can fulfill their destinies inside history. Such folly only leads
to vanity, v. 11, a sense of frustration and disappointment. 'l'befact ii, a man cannot tell ''what shall be after him," v. 12, though
his way of life indicates that he either is deluded into thinking so
or madly attempts to defy the inevitable, being blind to the most
obvious facts. In 7:13-14 God's purpose in this puzzling procedwe
is plainly stated, namely, "that man should find nothing after
him."a Chapter 7:12 emphasizes the fact that the wise man will
recognize God's purpose, by stating that "wisdom giveth life tO
them that have it."
In 8:6-7 Ecclcsiastcs states that man's evil is great upon him
because he docs not know what shall be. Barton interprets these
words as a pcssirnitti.c reflection on the evils of tyranny. He arrives
at his conclusion by attributing vv. 5 and 6 a to an orthodox
( ChtUid.) glossator.1 But this passage, in its integrity, is essential
to an understanding of the author's larger argument. A primary
difficulty presents itself in the rapid succession of four clauses, all
beginning with Ii. The thought emerges quite clearly, however,
if we work backward from v. 7. The thought there is that man
docs not know what shall be. A similar expression appeared in
6:12 and 3:22. In both these other instances the context indicatcS
that the thought of God's perplexing providence is in the author's
mind. The passage at hand also appears in such a context. According to v.14 the sinner appears to prosper in his wickedness,
while the rightcOUS person appears to suffer. This is the opposite
of what one might expect. Now the meaning of 8:7 becomes
apparent. The
thinks that just because reverses do not accompany his wrongdoing, therefore his way of living must either
be ignored by God or be "right." Success, 1!,e imagines, will always
aa:ompany his selfish activities. But, as v. 14 shows, the sinner's
interpretation is wrong. Wickedness is not always punished, and
goodness is not always rewarded, in this lif•• But because of his
erroneous interpretation of God's providence ( cf. v. 11), the sinner's
guilt (rendered "misery" in v. 6 by the A. V.) rests heavy on him.
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This thought brings us to the initial clause. Since man's guilt is
heavy on him, a final judgment, outside histmy, is necessary, v. 6 L'
In this final judgment God will examine not only external actions.
but the attitudes wherewith
lived,
men
namely, whether or not they
gratefully received His gifts and dedicated their lives to Him, cp. 3:
12-13. Therefore it will not go well with the sinner, 8:13, who
misused God's Providence and interpreted His goodness as indulgence. The wise man, on the other hand, discerns time and judgment, 8:S, that is. he is anxious to make the right ethical decisions
at the times such decisions are called for, because he anticipates
a final accounting, misht1111, d.11:9.8
In 8:16-17 (cf.11:S) man's work is embraced under God's
total work. The Hebrew expresses very plainly the two points of
view from which the author looks at the human problem. He
employs the word 'm11zn, translated "business" in v. 16, as a description of man's toilsome activity. Then in v. 17 he speaks of God's
activity, mtl11Jeh. The logical conclusion is that the author considers God's activity, or work. in history the cause of man's work
becoming a wearisome toil.0 Since, however, God directs and bends
to His own purposes the works of man, it may be said that whatever is done on earth is done not only by man, but also by God.
The composite nature of God's providential activity and man's
efforts is termed in v. 17 "the work that is done under the sun."
However, because man's moral problem is so great, and because
God must work in ways that seem quite arbitrary, it is impossible
even for a wise man to understand what goes on in this world,
v. 17 b. It is apparent, then, that the author is not pessimistically
critical of God,18 but admits the limitations of human knowledge.
His faith in God1s purposeful moral government was just expressed
in 8:11-12.
In 9:1-3 our author appears to plunge to the depths of hopelessness. Barton goes so far as to say that "as Qoheleth had no faith
in anything beyond death, this seemed to him to reduce good and
bad to one level regardless of moral distinctions." 11 The alleged
pessimism appears to be linked with God's inscrutable ways. Death
comes to all indiscriminately under His providence.12 Is this said
in criticism of God? The context answers negatively. In 8:12
Ecclesiastes had stated that it "shall be well with them that fear
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God," despite the apparent lack of equitable judgment, 8: 14. In
8: 17 he reiterated the thought that man is unable to find out me
work done under the sun. The question naturally arises then: How
can the right'COUS know what cowsc to follow sincerighteom
their
way of life seems to find no commendation or support in a:rms of
external fonune, while the wicked appear to prosper? Chapter
9: 1-3 then comes as a summary with a statement of the thesis that
the righteous and their works arc in the hands of God, and of the
antithesis, that no one can judge from the events of life whether
God loves or considers this or that person His enemy. In other ·
words, it is imposs1'ble1 because of the circumstances outlined in
8: 14, to judge God's attimde toward the individual.11 Chapter 9:2-3
merely underscores the proposition of v.1. The author does not
mean to imply, then, that the righteaus man must live in constant
doubt as to the state of God's affections toward him. A positive
answer to that problem is given in 9:7, "God now acccpteth thy
work." In this passage he only wishes to state conclusively that
one cannot judge moral activity in terms of prosperity or adversity, or any other events of life.H And precisely because he
wishes to emphasize that point so strongly, critics have wrongfully
interpreted his expressions as evidence of a hopeless pessimism.
Chapter 9:11-12 appears to advance a pessimistic mood akin
to cynicism, due to God's apparent arbitrariness. These verses, however, continue the thought reached in 9: 10, conraining the admonition to make the most of one's opportunities. A caution is in
order to temper the enthusiasm of his reader. Therefore he speaks to
this effect: Do not forget that life does not follow a fixed pattern
of retn'bution. Wisdom does not necessarily spell prosperity, nor
does folly necessarily spell material failure (cp.10:6). Time and
chance happen to all. That is, life appears to erase any distinction
between wise and fool, and even between man and beast ( see 3: 19).
Generally, men fail to realize that (v.12: "man also knoweth not
his time"). Confidently they continue in their wickedness, and then
the evil time entraps them. Death finds them unprepared to meet
their God in judgment. The wise man, however, keeps in mind
that God's final judgment is the time of retribution. This thought
governs his life as he makes the most of his opportunities, undisturbed by the observation that the wiclced often appear to prosper
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suffer. The refeience to the wise man, v. 16,

and the righa:ous

to

whose words are
senu:d.

not

heard, supports the interpmation here pre-

Under the subject of God's mysterious modes of Providence we
might very well have treated 2:14-23, 3:16-22, and 6:6-8, but
because of the emphasis they place on the thought of death we have
reserved them for Part II of this essay. The passages we have discussed, however, prove that our author is not satisfied with a superficial complaint about the perplexing nature of God's providence.
He has thought the matter through, and his conclusions, though
expressed in most serious terms, make a positive contribution to
the understanding of man's moral problem, as well as its solution.
We might summarize briefly as follows:
1. God, in His providence, exposes man to continual wearisome
toil Thereby He aims to show man the futility of attempting
to fulfill his destiny in a materialistic existence.
2. God bewilders man with the express intention of directing him
to the one way out of a futile existence, namely, a grateful
acceptance and moral enjoyment of God's gifts.
3. But in order to eliminate all bargaining concepts from man's
moral life, God permits the wicked to appear to prosper and
the righteous to suffer. This circumstance indicates that an
acceptable morality does not consist in external obedience, but
in right attitudes toward God.
4. Finally, the aas of history are not the whole drama God is
producing. The final judgment is also part of God's total plan.
Failure to remember this leads to erroneous conclusions concerning God's work in time.

II
EMPHASIS ON DEATH

Ecclesiastes' statements on the subject of death are also adduced
as proof of a pessimistic temperament. The following discussion,
however, endeavors to show that the writer's apparently morbid
outlook springs from a desire to impress fundamental theological
truths. His emphasis and re-emphasis on the thought of death is
designed to make the final impression indelible. No one who reads
his work ought ever forget that man is horribly depraved by
nature; that true morality cannot be determined by external events;
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and that this brief life which God gives man is all the time be
has in which to decide fotner his etema1 destiny.
Chapter 2: 14-23 represents a fairly complete inuoduction to
the author's views on death. Many modem scholars have not baitated to pronounce it a completely pessimistic passage.u A correct
interpretation depends on a recognition of the stylistic device em•
ployed here. All who reject the Solomonic authorship 11 will gnnt
that the writer, whoever he may be, docs not claim the experi•
enccs solely as his own. In that case the conclusions expressed in
2: 17, 20 may possibly indicate something else than the critics suppose who consider them rt1s#lls of the author's "experiments." lf
The impression aeated by the writer is that the experiences men·
tioncd in 2: 1-11 are representative of the gamut of mankind's ex•
periences (d.2:23).11 This means that his reactions must be
viewed 115 valuemerely
judgments. not
as the results of a long life
of profitless and vexatious toil.
& our author subjects the experiences and achievements of
other people, as well as his own, to a searching analysis, he discovers that one element only stands out-joy in one's labor, 2:10.
This joy, however, appears to conuadia his later conclusion that
everything under the sun is "grievous," 2:17. The intervening
thought on death provides the link which solves the problem.
He looks at all the achievements and aaivities of men and asks:
In view of death, which comes to wise man and fool alike, what
are all these accomplishments? If that is all a man lives for material achievement or sensory delight-what does he gain? In
other words, unless a man lives his life in terms of God's will and
considers the material products of his toil 115 non-11ss11n1ial ingredients of happiness, he has failed. For if toil and achievement are
made the chief end of life, they are bound to disappoint one; for
toil and achievement considered purely as such, apart from a moral
purpose to serve God through them, are hebh11l (disappointing).
The hatred of life mentioned in 2: 17 represents, then, not only
a result, but a rhetorical device to emphasize this judgment.
Verses 18-23 merely underscore the point our author wishes to
make. Then in v. 24 he concludes with the point he made in v.10.
Man's purpose in life consisrs not in material achievements, but
·in a recognition of his dependence on the Creator. .
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Olapter 3:16-22 has tued the ingenuity of each one of the
hundreds of coromeo,.tors who have endeavored to clarify the
alleged obscurities of Ecclesiastes. Needless to say, the author is
once again charged with a pessimistic outlook. His thought in 3:22
appears to be a desperate alternative- therefore enjoy life as best
you can.11 It is impossible, however, to attribute such pessimism to
the writer unless it can be demonstrated that the author's viewpoint on death is based on a conviaion that God is arbitrary in His
government of the world and actually aims to obliterate the difference between man and beast, if difference there be. Is there
any evidence of such a criticism of God's aaions? 3:16 seems to
imply dissatisfaction, but its validity as an unimpassioned utterance
is substantiated by 3: 17, in which the writer expresses his conviction that the wicked will finally be judged according to their
deserts. Barton considers this latter thought too orthodox for our
writer,20 but vv.16 and 17 together make up a single concept
intimately related with the following argument. The composite
idea is that God to all appearances gives wickedness a free reign,
reserving retribution for the Day of Judgment. A question now
rises in the author"s mind. Why does God work this way?
Verses 18 ff. provide the answer. The expression 'al-tlibhrlllh, "because of," introduces God's purpose. He .works in this puzzling
fashion to prove men ("that God niight mtmi/~sl them," v.18).21
In what does the "proving" consist? That people might see that
they are beasts (cf. Ps.49:12). Verse 19 is purely epexegetical,
explaining the peculiar identification mentioned in v. 18. This
identification of man and beast, however, raises a new problem.
The author appears to deny all hope of immortality. But v. 21 expresses a question opposed to the dogmatic assertion of v.19. If
v. 21 and v.19 pose the problem of immortality, then the two
verses are irreconcilable. Another interpretation is demanded. The
words obviously indicate that Ecclesiastes merely levels man and
beast in the fact of their common fate-death.22 He is not at
all concerned with the question of immortality at this point. The
fact of their common fate emphasizes the lack of a pre-eminence
in man, v. 19, reinforced by the echo from Gen. 3: 19 in v. 20.
The writer's purpose begins to emerge. In 3: 18 he states that
God's objective is to "prove" man, that ii, point out to him that
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he is no beaer than a beast. This divine objective implies that tbe
man and beast on tw0 different levels. It implies
pareswriter
the recognition at once of a distinction, and again of no distinction.
In one respect man bas a pre-eminence, in another respect be
bas none. The ideal and the fact arc conuasted. The writer's intention, then, is tO demonstrate wherein man's pre-eminence lies.
He charges man with obscuring his real advantage over the beast
which he received at the time of aeation. How has man obscured
that pre-eminence? By limiting his outlook to the things of this
world.23 Like the beast, man has limited his thinking purely to the
satisfactions of his ftcsh. In God's providence, man's common fate
with the beast is tO awaken man to a realization of that Bcshliness
and promote an interest in achieving the moral pre-eminence God
intended when He made man a living soul. Thus vv.19 and 20
harmonize very well with our author's thoughts on moral accountability (especially in 3:171 8:81 and 11:9).
How, then. docs v. 21 fit into the context? By his question,
"Who knoweth?" 2• the author at first creates the impression that
the immortality of the soul is subject to doubt. But if we interpret so, we run into difficulty at 11:9 and 12:7, where the writer
expressly refers to a final judgment and the return of the spirit to
God, who gave it. An interpretation which harmonizes with the
immediate context and obviarcs the necessity of adopting an interpolation theory or attributing to the writer varying moods would
appear more desirable and probably nearer the truth. It has been
demonstrated that Ecclesiastes' purpose in 3: 19-20 was not t0 deny
man's immortality, but merely to stress a particular faa which
man fails to interpret profoundly enough, namely, that the beast
dies, and so docs man. The author's interest in man's moral nature
was pointed out in the discussion of vv. 18 and 19. Verse 21, then,
must have a similar moral emphasis and be related to the precccling
argumentation, for it proceeds out of vv.19 and 20, which in turn
are conneaed with the closing clause of v.18. The argument was
this: In view of man's failure to live the life of God, the Creator
subjected man to the same fate as that of the beast to show man
that be actually is a beast inso/11r 111 his """1 of lifling is concnmtl.
Ideally be is not a beast, but aaually be is.211 Verse 21 now asserts
~ t this is the real .meaoiog. A periphrasis is necessary to translate
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the author's argument: "'Who knows, in view of the h•bh•l which
men pursue, whether they are diJlerent from beans?" From actual
observation of tn11n's lif• it would be impossible to predicate a
difference. But that he is different is certain, for be is liable to a
judgment (3:17, cf. 12:7), and God's providence aims to make
man pause and consider bis higher destiny. This destiny is fulfilled
in a recognition of one's dependence on God (v. 22, cf. 2:24 el 11l.)
and a joyful acceptance of His gifts. Therein lies man's moral
responsibility.
Chapter 4: 1-4 is closely connected with the passage just discussed. Barton remarks: "The oppressions which men suffer make
Qoheleth feel that the only happy men are those who are dead.
This was, however, not his settled opinion (cf. 9:4). It was rather
a transitory mood, though intense while it lasted." 20 Such a view
of the passage indicates that this eminent critic finds no argumentative purpose in 4:2. But to term the thought even a passing
mood does not correspond with what we perceived in passages
of like import. Again we inquire into the connection. In the preceding passage, 3: 16 ff., the author stressed the total depravity of
the human race - in moral nature on a level with the beast. In
4: 1 he proceeds to demonstrate bow this depravity is revealed in
human relationships. The result is oppression. So great is this
oppression that one could wish himself dead so that be would not
be compelled to look on it any longer, v. 2. Indeed, not to have
seen it at all would be even better, v. 3. It is quite apparent that
vv. 2 and 3 are highly rhetorical in the sentiments expressed to
emphasize the totality of man's corruption, and the fact that our
author refers to man's "evil work" in v. 3 underscores this conclusion. There is no evidence whatsaever of hopeless pessimism
in this passage. Theological earnestness prompts the peculiar choice
of words.
5:14-15 (15-16 A.V.). Rylaarsdam states that these verses indicate a denial of a hope after death.11 His conclusions seem to be
based on the fact that Ecclesiastes asks: What profit is there?
Pfeiffer seems to share the opinion, for he includes these verses
in a list of passages supporting the statement that "there is no
reward ••• after death." 28 The text, however, says nothing about
the future. It simply continues the thought of the h•bh•l in riches,
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v. 13. As one came in with nothing, with nothing he goes our.
and that fact proves that riches are not to be made the end and
aim of life. Death itself is employed as the proof. For the writer's
purpose that is sufficient.
The fact that in 6:6-8 Ecclesiastes states that all go to one
· place and that both wise and foolish arc treated alike is also construed as evidence of pessimism in Ecclesiastcs' philosophy.n The
thought, however, is in perfect harmony with the author's earnestness expressed elsewhere. In 6:2 he spoke about riches. In 6:3 he
pointed out that his evaluation of riches is based on a consideration
of the enjoyment he spoke about in 2: 10, 24 and which be developed in 5:17 ff. (5:18 ff. A. V.). Without this element of enjoyment man's life lacks real purpose. All go to one place, v. 6. Death
proves the futility of riches as the good one should seek. It only
leaves an unsatisfied craving, 6:7; for all man's labor is for his
mouth, and, 6:8, both wise and fool are one in this respect. Therefore the wise man will realize that in this life he has his one
opporrunity. He does not come this way again. His eternal destiny
is decided in the way he spends his days here, and he must spend
diem in the fear of God (cp. 5:6 [5:7 A. V.] and 8:12).
It is strange that Barton should consider 7: 1-4 a pessimistic
passage.30 Ecclesiastcs bas repeatedly emphasized that death proves
all material aims and achievements to be hebhel. Yet men apparently disregard the thought and still pursue them, 6: 12. Then follows this exhortation on the benefits proceeding from a right
thought on death. The writer here expresses once again his earnestness. His words in 7:2, "the living will lay it to his heart," are
noteworthy. The wise man will think through the meaning of
death and realize that it puts an end to his moral opporrunitics
as far as this world is concerned.
In 9:4-6, 10 the preceding thought is brought out even more
str0ngly, though Barton finds a "strange mood of pessimism" in
9:5, and remarks that "the dead are denied participation in the
only world of which Qoheleth knows, this to his mind makes the
pathos of death a tragedy." 11 What our author really says is that
all opportunity to serve God in preparation for the life of the world
m come ends with death ( cp. his expressions on the judgment which
takes place outside history, 3:17 and 11:9). It is not .the acrual
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eMlllilion of the dead with which he ia amcemed, then, but their
ielation to the opportunities this life offers. Verse 10 implements
the writer's earnestness in vv.4-6. Chapter 9:l0a emphasizes the
thought of work. Chapter 9: 10 b strcaseS the fact that there is no
opportunity after death. Life with it1 bodily instrument is a channel
for moral activity. The opponunity ceases with death, and after
this the judgment, 11:9.12
On 11:8 Barton says: "Qoheleth is oppressed by (life's) brevity
and the dread of death." 33 A specific exhortation, however, follows in ll:9ff. In 11:9 the judgment is referred to, and in 11:10
the writer admonishes his reader to practice moral discrimination,
in the words: "put away evil from thy ftesh." Our author's theological earnestness once again emerges. You have a life to live (v. 7),
he says, but remember, the days of darkness are many (v. 8). With
the grave ends all opportunity. Therefore enjoy yourself (v. 9 b).
It is readily observed that the thoughts of vv. 7 and 9 a are parallel,
and those of vv. 8 and 9 b likewise. Furthermore, v. 8 emphasizes
the significance of v. 7, just as v. 9 b emphasizes that of v. 9 a.
Briefly stated: The thought of death's finality (writing finis to all
opportunity experienced in this life) impresses the importance of
life now. The thought of the coming judgment stresses the imponance of living that life in the right way.
As in his treatment of God's puzzling modes of providence, our
author again demonstrates his theological earnestness. We may
term his statements pessimistic if we wish, but dare not do him
the injustice of implying thereby that he is depressed in spirit and
mind. Rather, the pessimistic tone of his work stems from a serious
attempt to write in large letters the urgency of living the life of
God now, while there yet is time. Because man's problem is so
acute, and because man is tragically unaware of his grave condition,
the author spares no words. And his method is successful, as is
apparent from the following propositions we glean from his treatment of, and emphasis on, death:
1. Death proves that a life limited to materialistic aims and goals
is folly.
2. Man's common fate with the beast proves that such a materealistic life, or a life lived apart from God, is a purely ileshly
(beastly) existence, with no positive moral quality whatsoeffr,
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3. The common fate of man ancl beast proves, moreover, dw
the moral enjoyment of God's gifts is man's intended iesponsibility.
4. Death, finally, proves that in this temporal existence man has
his one opportunity to effect that responsibility- in this life
he decides forever his eternal destiny.

III
MAN'S DEPRAVITY

The total depra"llity of man has already been alluded t0, especially in the treatment of 3: 16 ff. But the subject demands a
special treatment, though brief, because of 7:23-29. In this passage
our author becomes extremely pessimistic, but again, not in the
sense commonly understood. It is. because he sees the abysmal
depths to which man has fallen from his .first estate that the writer
sounds almost bitter, especially in his description of women, of
whom he concludes that there is not in a thousand one who
measures up to the ideal.
Most of the commentators obscure the connection of this section
with the preceding argumentation by interpreting the remarks concerning women as expressions of personal feelings. Deliasch and
Hertzberg both find in this passage an echo of Genesis 2 and 3, but
fail to demonstrate the author's argumentative purpose. The context, however, indicates that Ecclesiastes' view of man's total depravity is a designed conclusion. It proceeds out of his original
inquiry (d. 3:18 ff.) and is a partial answer to his main problem
in that it gives the reason for the complexity of the problem in
which man is involved. The problem briefly is this: In view of
God's perplexing modes of providence, what is man's moral responsibility? H This is the right way to pose the question. Man, however, turns the question around. He asks: In view of the faa that
I am following the commands given me, why does God not reward
me according to my deserts? In short, man is always tempted to
justify himself by making inquiries concerning the rationality u
in God's providence. The problem of theodicy can never be solved
from such a one-sided point of view. It is precisely at this point
that Ecclesiastes makes his greatest theological contribution. He
tells us thar ~e shall never find a satisfactory answer to the problem until we see that the fault lies in us. To ate his answer more
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fully: Man has contributed his share to the problem by his dcpartwe from the will of Goel l'bcreby he has subjected himself to
h•bh•l, that is, to a continuous disappointment of his expectations,
and to the Mc•sm1 of the particular modes which God's providence
takes. This necessity is not absolute but relative; for, as we have
seen, God works in mysterious ways with the purpose in mind
that man should realize the futility of bis self<boscn way of life.
This profound relationship between God's perplexing moral government and man's moral responsibility is signaled by the warning in vv. 8 and 9 against impatience d.irectcd at the oppressions
noted in v. 7. The thought in the author's mind is that such impatience is indirectly aimed at God; cp. 5:7 (8). He then follows
with the thought of v. 10, an admonition against dissatisfaction
voiced in the question so often beard, "What is the cause that the
former days were better than these?" Verses 11 and 12 then state
that the wise man should think things through a little more deeply,
for wisdom represents a profit, and it gives life to those who have it.
He who thinks things through will see that God is responsible for
all that seems perplexing (v.13), but that He has a purpose in
His peculiar mode of providence. That purpose is that man "should
find nothing after him," v. 14. That is, man should not judge
the rightness or wrongness of his actions on the basis of resulting
prosperity or adversity. Then he goes on to state in v. 15 the mOSt
disturbing aspect of God's perplexing mode of providence: The
righteous suffer, and the wicked prosper. What attitude shall one
take toward this circumstance? Verses 16-18 treat this question.
On the one hand, the believer may conclude that perhaps be is not
really righteous enough. Consequently be may go to the extreme
of pictism, v. 16. On the other band, one might conclude that God
is completely oblivious to man's actions, v.17. Both these reactions
are rooted in a false interpretation of God's p~vidence. '(he right
way is not moral utilitarianism,80 but the golden mean of the
fear of God, v. 18. But the wise man thinks through the problem
still more deeply, v. 19. He really has no cause for impatience and
dissatisfaction with God's mode of providence because not even he
is without sin, v. 20. (Vv. 21 and 22 present a practical example of
a righteous man's ¥gnation .concerning the very thing of •bich
he himself is guilty.) But if even the righteous are guilty of
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actual misdeeds, how complicated the problem is! A superficial
theory of iewards fails to do justice to the seriousness of. the problem. Then follow vv. 23-29. The author despairs of finding any
really rational explanation, vv. 23 and 24. There can be only one
answer, and that
hidden in the deepest depths of man's own
corrupt nature. Woman must bear a great share of the blame, but
let none of the male species boast too exultantly. The whole
human race, with no exceptions, has gone off the beaten way of
God's will. God _made man ''upright, but they have sought out
many inventions," v. 29. With these last thoughts EcclesiasteS summarizes his argument that not God but man is to blame for his
misery.
It is apparent from this brief outline of Ecclesiastes' argument
on the depravity of man that he is extremely pessimistic. So seriously docs he view the human problem that his language approaches a note of bitterness. But an earnest search into his argumentative purpose has shown that his pessimism is not a superficial ''Weltschmerz," 1 1 but profound theological thinking. paints
The
is dark, very dark. His words and his Hlustrations
reality he
well fit his subject- man, lost in the dense darkness of sin,
unaware that even when God infticts pain, He does so not out of
caprice, but out of love for man's soul. If man is to find meaning
in the universe, he must first bow down in dust and ashes. A sincere acknowledgment of guilt is the only way to see at last God's
smiling face behind His frowning providence.38
IV
MAN'S DJSAPPOINTBD EXPBCl'ATIONS

A consideration of the word h•bh•l concludes our study of the
profound pessimism of Ecclesiaste1. This word occurs no less than
thirty-nine times in his brief treatise. Yet in all commentaries to
date one finds very little space given to this important technical
term.
origin
The
of the word seems to be "breath." It is
traDSlated "vanity" in the Authorized Version and rendered with
"eitel" by Luther. The commentators variously render "uansitory,"
"to no purpose," and "futile." The impression given by almost
all expositors is that Ecclesiasta employs the word to give vent to
feelings of gloom or despair. However, as we have discovered,
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the author is not pessimistic in the sense commonly understood,
but theologically earnest. We may ezpect the same eamestDeSS
10 appear in his u,e of the word h,bh,l.
Staples seems 10 be the only scholar of repute to challenge the
idea that f,,bh,l means "vanity" or "futility." In a penetrating
article he maintains that the author's concept is better rendered
by the term "incomprehensibility." 80 With this rendering be
comes very close to the author's intention in the use of the word
h,bh,l, for the writer is seriously concerned with the strange modes
of God's providence. But "incomprehensibility" is not general
enough in scope to account adequately for all the relationships
in which the word hebhel is employed. We propose, therefore,
to render "disappointment.'' or, more fully and adequately, "disappointment of ezpectation."
The concept "disappointment of expectation" accords well with
our author's views concerning God's providence. He states quite
frankly, as we have observed, that God's works are perplexing to
man. At times they seem even capricious. But God, according
to our writer, bas a purpose in this mysterious procedure. Man
should find nothing after him; cf. 3:11, 22, and especially 7:14.
That is, if man were allowed unlimited success and realization of
his plans, be might actually believe that he was self-sufficient and
could live independently of God. Therefore, in order to show man
the error in his philosophy of life, God exposes man to circumstances which are the reverse of what one might expect.
In 2: 15 such an unexpected circumstance is pictured for us. As
it happens to the fool, so it happens to the wise man. This is
contrary to expectation. It does not seem to be fair. Therefore
the author says, ''This also is hebhel." That is, this circumstance
is a disappointment of one's expectation.
We have already noted the problem of God's providence in 3:19.
Here we are interested in the phrase "for all is h,bh,l." Man lacks
a pre-eminence over the beast, according to the preceding words.
But one bas a right to expect a pre-eminence. Since there is none,
oae's expectation is disappointed. But this circumstance is only one
of many things that are disappointing. The writer therefore includes this oae particular in the general statement: "all is h,bh.Z."
Again. in 6: 12 our author considers how under God's providence
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man•• life·becomes h•bh•l. God exposes man to constaDt revenals,
as illustrated in 6: 1-8. Therefore he is correct in saying that man••
life is h•bh•l, that is, it is charaaerized by constant disappoina:nent
of expectation.
In 7: 15 we find the word h•bh•l used in a passage which stares
the most perplexing aspect of God"s providence, namely, that the
rightcoUS person suffers adversity while the wi~ prospers. This
ciraunstance is to our author's mind diametrically opposed to man's
expectations. But he has learned to interpret life as a constant
series of disappointed expectations. Therefore he says: "All things
have I seen in the days of my vanity (h•bh•l).'" A thought parallel
to that expressed in this verse is found in 8: 14. Again the word
h•bh•l appears; in fact, twice. And again the thought "disappointment of expectation" fits the thought better than any other
~ression.40
Jt is possible to validate the rendering here offered in all the
passages in which the word h•bhsl is employed.41 But enough
examples have been adduced in connection with the author's main
argument to show that the word hsbh•l cannot mean "futility:'
On the contrary, our author maintains that God's ways are extremely purposeful. He also maintains that man's life has a purpose, but man has obscured that purpose by seeking to find his
destiny within the limits of material things and sensations. In order
to arrest man's dreadful condition. God has subjected him to bsbhsl.
He ought to see that a life which attempts to fulfill itself in
maicrial elements is bound to be disappointed.42 Therefore he
should realize that the one way out of disappointment, or habhel,
lies along the way of the fear of God. which expresses itself in
a joyful acceptance of His gifts. In short, our writer once again
sounds gloomy because he faces blunt facrs, and man's unwillingness to face these facrs squarely makes it necessary for our author
to express them with all the vehemence and rhetoric at his command.
CoNCLUSION

The preceding discussion reveals that various lines of thought
converge instead of running parallel to one another in the writer's
argumentation. The basic concept underlying the expression hebh•l
is God's sovereignty in the affairs of men. The alleged pessiaiism
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is due to an earnest grappling with the problem of man's moral
respomibillty in relation to God's moral providence. The writer's
interest in the problem of theoclicy is practical, not theoretical;
for he does notunderstand
seek to
the ultimate reasons of things,
such as the cause and origin of evil, beyond man's part in it.
He rather aims to locate such plan and purpose in God's perplexing
modes of providence as is necessary to
stimulate faith.
His answers still do not accord with rational expectations,
answers
because they
of faith and must be received on faith. Nevertheare the
less, they are answers which deepen the resolves of faith and direct
that religious faith
earnest
to anappraisal
of life and individual

responsibility.
With that end in view our writer discovers that God's perplexing
modes of providence are designed to make men aware of their
perilous condition as prodigal sons.43 The apparent lack of disaimination between righteous and wicked is included in this perplexing mode of providence, but evaluated as a purposeful procedure, designed to instrua man that moral worth is something
inward rather than outward, unconditioned or unaffeaed by external
events. The natural tendency to self-righteousness, manifested in
the complaint of the righteous that the wicked prosper, marks the
additional need of such procedure.
A vital element in the author's thought is the final judgment.0
He does not employ the concept to cut the knot of the difficult
problem with which he struggles. Nor does his emphasis on the
judgment represent his return to solid theological ground after
alleged speculations and agonized soul tossings.411 No, our author
knows the way he wishes to go, from the first verse to the last,
and he views the final judgment as an integral part of God's total
plan. The dismay of the righteous as they see the wicked prosper
is due to the faa that they omit the final judgment from their
thinking as they attempt to understand God's activities in history.
In connection with the judgment our author thinks of death. He
looks on it, not as a tragedy, but as a necessary thing, lest man,
involved in a temporally limited viewpoint, continue undisturbed
forever in his loss of God and never realize the full stature God
intended for him as a distinctive creation, but remain on the level
of the beast, his
to which in
moral defection he has descended,41
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Thus viewed, death is a severe pieaching of the I.aw. However,
it sena more than this limited purpose in God's economy. It helps
make the righteous aware that the alloum years of their lives are
precisely the area in which they accomplish their service to the
Creator." The apparently epicurean sentiments 41 are geared to
this thought in most arresting fashion. They express the thought
that life is to be enjoyed by a grateful acceptance of God's gifts.
True religion, therefore, does not consist in the mere observance
of religious forms or rituals. Rather, it begins with a devout hear•
ing of the Word of God.48 with the objective in mind to achieve
a happy and contented way of life around the clock; for uuc
religion and honest worship, according to our writer, are developed
through a sincere acceptance of the commonest, everyday aspects
of life as opportunities for service to God.GO Therefore EcclesiasteS
considers such simple things as eating and drinking in a profound
light. To him they are not merely satisfactions for the fiesh, but
means to render the ficsh an effective instrument for active, holy
living. Domestic relationships, business, building, or whaiever
labor one may undertake, whether held in low or high esteem all these represent the area in which man must undertake his stew·
ardship of life. But man dare not delay. This life is all one has.
And it is short! Soon the assizes will be held! Therefore, "Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might; for there .is
no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave,
whither thou goest." 111
This serious, and at the same time happy, religion God's
providence has in mind. But only when man realizes that life .is
a constant series of actual or potential disappoinanents of expectations, and that death is the last disappointment, can he be prepared to undertake h.is moral responsibility in purposeful terms.
The apparent pessimism is designed to write that responsibilitylarge, because the deceits of life are such that a man might forget
that all .is h1bh1l, and might even employ death as an incentive
to make the most of this brief span, without regard for a future
accounting, in the spirit of those who say, "Let us eat and drink
and be merry, for tom0rrow we die," instead of in the spirit of Him
who said, "••• for the night cometh when no man can work."
Bay City, Mich.
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p. 110, compares Micah 3:3 Uiil Zepb. 3:3. lleynolcb" commencar, is
cbiely 'ftluable became of ia many Scriptural refereaca.
26.
di., p. 114.
27.
di., p. 84..
28.
di., p. 726. The position taken by PfeiBer ha his monumencal work
is mbstan•ially the ume u rhar appearing ha an anide he wrore aome
years before, 'The Peculiar Skepricwn of Ecdesiuces," Jo,,,,,,,J of Bil,liul
,:.;,.,.,.,., Lill ( 1934), 100-109.
29. Banon, a,. di., p. 130. He compares 2:14 ff.
30. 11,iJ., p. 139.
31. ll,;J., p.160.
32. Cf. Joseph Carlebacb, D111 Bd KolHl•th (Prankfurc L Main: HermonVerlag, 1936), p. 10: "Der Tod gerade zeigr dir, wie unendlich wenvoll
der A~genblidc: zum gurcn Wirken ist." Carlebacb's whole discussion is
wonby of greater consideradon than i• bu been aamded.
33.
di., p. 184.
34. Cp. •he author's srarcmen• in 2:3, "dll I might see what wu that good
for the som of meo, which •hey should do••••" This srarcmen• of purpose comes airer the first chapter, which discusses the fact that man is
ezpnsed to consran• reversals. See also 9:1, "I considered in my heart even
to declare all this••• .'' Then note the admonition of 9:7-10. God's
providence and
- these are the rwo main threads in
the Book.
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35. On the rationalize
futile
perplexing
anemp• to
elemeots
the
in God's
providence, specifically
presencethe
of pain ucl evil, see L Kanr. ''Ueber
du Misslingen aller philosophischen Versuche in der Theodicee," Bn/i,,iseh•
ltfoffM1'hri/l von J. E. Biester, Berlin, September, 1791. I• may be found
in s-m,lieh• Wni•, ed. G. Hartenstein (leipzig: Leopold Voss, 1868)
VI, 77-93.
36. The idea that Ecclesiuces sinks to the level of advocadng, or even expecdag
happiness to
in, a utilitarian ethic, is supported by many commenrators. See, e.g., H. Alleman, 011. eil., p. 307.
37. Plumpue, O#I, eil., p. 132, on 3: 11 says, "He is oppressed with what German thinkers have named •he W•lt-Sehm•n."
38. Cp. Job's "repenrance," Job. 42 :6. Note that he wu sdll unconscious of
any particular olfeose, such u Job's friends hinted
Staples,
'Vanity'
at.
"The
of Ecclesiutes," ]011r,u,/, of
39. W. E.
SuJ;.,, IV (1943), 95 ff. His attempt, however,
show to
rhar the word
originated with a cultic Savor is nor convincing. The
concept
of "mystery,"
withow: the implication of a religious culrus is, however, a derivative idea,
or result, of the h.H•I. Man is bewildered, nen dismayed, by the ways
of God's providence.
40. The ~ • of "disappointment" (i.e., something either 11a..U, or ,0a source of disappointment) is also found behind the use of the
word h•l,IHJ in other 0. T. writings. Cf. Ps. 31:6. The Lord can deliver,
u the context shows; the h•H•ll cannot, bu• will rather disappoint those
who trust in them. See also Ps. 39:5. In Ps. 78:33 it is said rhar the
Israelites wuted away their days in b•l,h.l. The concluding phrase reprd•
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'nlB 'PJ!SSJVISM OP BCCLBSL\Sl1IS

iDg cbeir uoubJa iadiata mat dler ~imcied CDDIWlt rnenab. CIC dJt.
appolnrmna. Tbe a1dmaa: raak migbt be llllilil,, bac tbe word NHII
delaiba tbe imeneaJag plJdlologbl &er. mat of
A farcbec UpmeDt iD lllppoR of tbe mac:epc "clJsappoiDlmeDt" ii tbe fu:c tml
• mnnotadoa. of ,I..;, ofll!D meads tbe me of tbe word IMJW Samecbiog dw diappoioa ma be aid to clecie1ff. Hence idols, mmpared wida
Jahweb, ue l#JIMls, and cbeir pmpbeu ue decei'ftl'I (d. Jer. 14:22 ud
51:17-18).
In the N.T. the cboaght of Sr.Paul in llom.8:20 conesponds dale1r
with the arpmeat of Ecdaiulis. The aaaue wu made subject 11D die
a:perience of inenals, or disappolnanemL Noa: che coD.UUdng " ~
wioa" of T, 19.
41. B. g., iD 4:4 it is awed that mmpetidcm is che motivation of man'• Jabor•
This circwma.nce ii IMl,h.l, Le., it OD11 promoces disappoinanent. In ~:16
we find that the crowd quidd1 1bifu its allegiance. Its fiddeneu dmppolntl one's a:pecwicm. In 6:4 the ardnl of an abortion ii described •
IMl,IMI. Its a:pecwion of life wu fnuttaled, or disappointed. Or, if oae
were iDdiDecl 11D be captious and den1 an1 expeaatioa to a foems, we mq
- , that 11D an obsener the faa ii a disappointment. In 11:10 childboocl
and ,outh ue called IMl,IMI. Tbe following -.ena explain wb1, Old ...
with iu weaknesses, SOOD follows.
42. Such a life ii also futile, of coune, but the concept ii 1uict11 derivame.
Cp. lll#Wtl, a. 40.
43. Cf. 3:18 and 7:14.
44. Cf. 3:17, 8:11, 13, 11:9, and 12:14• .
45. Deliczscb'a whole approach ii baaed on this idea.
46. Cf. 3:18-19.
47. Cf. 3:10.
48. Cf. 2:24, 3:12,22, 5:17, 19 (18-20), 9:7, 11:9.
49. Cf. 4:17 C,:1).
,o. Cf. 9:7-10, u well u the pauages ,.,,,-. n. 48.
51, Cf. 9:10.
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